Professional Summary:


Having 9.8+years of experience in IT industry out of which 2 years of experience as RPA
Developer using Automation Anywhere

Summary:
















Involved in end-to-end development of RPA solutions from process analysis to
system study, automation assessment, solution designing, development, UAT,
documentation and solution implementation.
Experience using Task Bots.
Experience in the task recording, editing, and scheduling and distribution using
Automation Anywhere.
Designed, Developed and tested Bot tasks using Automation Anywhere.
Experience in Robotic Process Automation Tool Automation Anywhere to automate
web applications, desktop applications, maintaining excel using Object Cloning and
Key Strokes.
Strong knowledge on various commands like String Operation, Excel and
CSV/Text commands, Error Handling, Send Email command, Delay and Wait
commands, Object Cloning and Manage Windows Controls, Loop Command, If
command, PDF integration and OCR.

Experience in complete Life cycle Implementation of Sap XI projects i.e. from installation
phase of XI to the production.
Expertise in complete end to end interface scoping, documentation, development,
design, implementation and support
Have Experience in developing Interfaces and Message Mappings for various
integration scenarios.
Developed mappings using Node Functions and UDF’s.
Understanding the Functional specification and preparing Technical specification
Good communication, presentation and interpersonal skills.

Technical Skills:
RPA

: Automation Anywhere (9.x, 10.x)

ERP
Languages
Operating Systems
Designing Technologies

: SAP-XI3.0, PI7.0, PI7.1, PI7.3
: Core JAVA
: Windows 98/2000/NTXP
: XML, HTML5.

Project Experience: (###########)
Current assignment
Client
Role

(#########)
: #####
: technical consultant

Description:
###### is an American multinational corporation headquartered in US It provides hardware,
software and services to consumers, small- and medium-sized businesses (SMBs) and large
enterprises, including customers in the government, health and education sectors.

Role/Contribution:







Involved in Requirement Gathering and Analysis.
Involved in Design Task bot based on Business requirements.
Developed Task bots using Automation Anywhere Enterprise Client.
Prepared Low level design document from high level document
Used String Operation to Compare and eliminate duplicates from the data.
To develop, test and then support UAT of the developed processes.





Experience in using Delay and Wait commands with Automation Anywhere.
Worked on Activities using Object Cloning and Manage Windows Controls.
Automated tasks using web recorder and Scheduled tasks to repeat as per requirements
using Automation Anywhere
A daily Tool performance reports needs to be submit to the team management and indicate
the bugs and deviations occurred during the course of action
Used log file to handle the errors.
Perform Unit Testing on each object developed on a regular basis before deploying to UAT
Provided support to the processes once it goes into production






Project#1

(#########)

Client
Organization
Role

: #########
: ###### #######
: RPA Consultant

Description:
###### ##### is an American multinational confectionery, food, and beverage company based
in Illinois which employs about 107,000 people around the world. It consists of the
global snack and food brands of the former Kraft Foods Inc after the October 2012 spin-off of its
North American grocery operations.
Roles and Responsibilities:







Involved in Requirement Gathering and Analysis.
Involved in Design Task bot based on Business requirements.
Developed Task bots using Automation Anywhere Enterprise Client.
Prepared Low-level design document from high level document
Used String Operation to Compare and eliminate duplicates from the data.
To develop, test and then support UAT of the developed processes.





Experience in using Delay and Wait commands with Automation Anywhere.
Worked on Activities using Object Cloning and Manage Windows Controls.
Automated tasks using web recorder and Scheduled tasks to repeat as per requirements
using Automation Anywhere

Project#2

( ########)

Client
Organization
Role
Description:

: #### ######
: #####
: PI Consultant

#### #####. is a United States-based global manufacturing services company.
Headquartered in St. Petersburg, Florida, it is one of the largest companies in the Tampa Bay
area.[7] Jabil has 90 facilities in 23 countries, and 175,000 employees worldwide
Role/Contribution:





Understanding the requirements, analyzing the functional specs and involved in the
designing of interfaces
Designed and Developed Interface objects, Mapping objects, Integration Scenarios and
Integration Processes.
Configuring the Routing rules (Interface and Channel determination), Sender/Receiver
agreements in integration directory.
Working on developing a message mapping, interface objects and configuration objects
for File to Proxy scenario.





Created RFC destinations, Ports, Maintained Partner Profiles and Assigned Logical
Systems for Inbound and Outbound to exchange data between SAP and Non-SAP
Systems.
Configured File, IDOC, RFC, SOAP, JDBC Adapters.
Monitoring of various business processes at runtime and Monitoring the message flow,
analysis and status tracking of different processes.

Project#3
Client
Role

(########)
: ######
: PI Consultant

Description:
######## is an American multinational package company company and a provider of supply
chain management solutions. The global logistics company is headquartered in the U.S. city
of Sandy Springs, Georgia, which is a part of the Greater Atlanta metropolitan area.
Roles and Responsibilities:






Understanding the requirements, analyzing the functional specs and involved in the
designing of interfaces.
Involving in Preparing Technical Specifications and Unit Test Plans.
Involving in creating all objects of ESR and ID.
Configured IDoc, File, RFC Adapters.
Monitoring of various business processes at runtime and Monitoring the message flow,
analysis and status tracking of different processes.

Project#4 (##########)

Title

: #############

Technologies

: Java, Servlets, Jsp

Environment

: Windows 2k

Role

: Testing Engineer

Description:
########## is an affiliate tracking software which will allow both affiliates and
merchants to make money through online businesses. It is an effective way of generating extra

profits for merchant's website by using revenue sharing advertising between merchants and
their affiliates. A Merchant can choose to pay per sale, click, lead or impression and has the
ability to manually or automatically approve a transaction as well as affiliate accounts.
Merchants only pay if referred customers actually make a purchase and affiliates get paid a
fixed percentage or amount for every sale.
Responsibilities:









Generating and executing the multi-user load generation scripts
Recording performance metrics (response times, throughputs, etc.)
Record and monitor resource demand metrics
Test Scenario Scheduling and Execution
Result Compilation using data from Analysis files
Updating the traceability matrix
Executing the Test Cases
Analyzing Test Execution Results

